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Abstract
The study of infinitesimal deformations of a variety embedded in projective space requires, at
ground level, that of deformation of a collection of points, as specified by a zero-dimensional scheme.
Further, basic problems in infinitesimal interpolation correspond directly to the analysis of such
schemes. An optimal Hilbert function of a collection of infinitesimal neighbourhoods of points in
projective space is suggested by algebraic conjectures of R. Fröberg and A. Iarrobino. We discuss
these conjectures from a geometric point of view. They give, for each such collection, a function
(based on dimension, number of points, and order of each neighbourhood) which should serve as
an upper bound to its Hilbert function (Weak Conjecture). The Strong Conjecture predicts when the
upper bound is sharp, in the case of equal order throughout. In general we refer to the equality of
the Hilbert function of a collection of infinitesimal neighbourhoods with that of the corresponding
conjectural function as the Strong Hypothesis. We interpret these conjectures and hypotheses as ac-
counting for the infinitesimal neighbourhoods of projective subspaces naturally occurring in the base
locus of a linear system with prescribed singularities at fixed points. We develop techniques and in-
sight toward the conjectures’ verification and refinement. The main result gives an upper bound on
the Hilbert function of a collection of infinitesimal neighbourhoods in Pn based on Hilbert functions
of certain such subschemes of Pn−1. Further, equality occurs exactly when the scheme has only the
expected linear obstructions to the linear system at hand. It follows that an infinitesimal neighbour-
hood scheme obeys the Weak Conjecture provided that the schemes identified in codimension oneE-mail address: karen.a.chandler.6@nd.edu.
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422 K.A. Chandler / Journal of Algebra 286 (2005) 421–455satisfy the Strong Hypothesis. This observation is then applied to show that the Weak Conjecture
does hold valid in Pn for n  3. The main feature here is that the result is obtained although the
Strong Hypothesis is not known to hold generally in P2 and, further, P2 presents special exceptional
cases. Consequences of the main result in higher dimension are then examined. We note, then, that
the full weight of the Strong Conjecture (and validity of the Strong Hypothesis) are not necessary
toward using the main theorem in the next dimension. We end with the observation of how our view-
point on the Strong Hypothesis pertains to extra algebraic information: namely, on the structure of
the minimal free resolution of an ideal generated by linear forms.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction.
Let K be an infinite field, and Pn = PnK.
The Hilbert function of a scheme Z embedded in projective space evaluates in each
degree the codimension of the graded piece of the ideal of Z with respect to the rele-
vant homogeneous coordinate ring. One seeks in general to establish how the information
provided by the Hilbert function describes the geometry of the scheme and its embedding.
An infinitesimal neighbourhood of a variety X with respect to an embedding in Pn is a
scheme defined by a power IkX of its ideal sheaf. We shall also refer to such a scheme as a
(full) multiple subvariety of Pn of (overall) multiplicity k, and as a “fat subvariety” of Pn.
Each infinitesimal neighbourhood of a variety then refers to the extent of singularity of a
hypersurface through the variety itself. We study here the Hilbert function of a collection
of infinitesimal neighbourhoods of points in projective space.
An immediate motivation for this investigation is given by infinitesimal interpolation.
The Hilbert function of a collection of infinitesimal neighbourhoods of points measures the
number of linear conditions imposed on the linear system of hypersurfaces of each degree
given by the requirement to vanish to specified order at each point. These data tell (in ap-
propriate characteristic, say) the extent to which it is possible to interpolate the values of a
polynomial of given degree, together with its partial derivatives up to specified orders, to
a collection of points in affine space. (See [Ci,GS], for example. For “inappropriate char-
acteristic” the same principle applies, subject to a modification of the notion of derivative;
see [IK].)
Moreover, the study of such Hilbert functions is a basic starting point in that of an
infinitesimal deformation of a (higher-dimensional!) variety X embedded in a projective
space (see, e.g. [C1]). For example, to estimate (or evaluate) cohomologies of twists of the
(k − 1)th symmetric power of the conormal bundle of X in the projective space one may
examine those of the scheme defined by IkX . The standard method of hyperplane slicing
gives cohomological data on this scheme from those of a lower-dimensional one. However,
in low degree of twisting (the most interesting!) the standard approach is far too crude. We
shall focus here on this phenomenon and work toward refining the technique (see also [C1,
C2,C3,C4,C5,C8]), and thereby advance the theory of infinitesimal deformation.
Special attention is paid here to the situation of a generic collection of multiple points
(i.e., the support is a generic subset of projective space). Some motivation for this restric-
tion is evident: we do have the conjectures defined below as guidance. Surely the problem
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points, and any upper bound obtained on the function for generic points gives automati-
cally a bound for an arbitrary collection of points. But we also proceed here with an eye
toward developing tools applicable to the Hilbert function of any collection of multiple
points (or multiple varieties); such as identifying which such schemes have the maximal
possible Hilbert function. For example, we find in [C8] that a variation of the technique
introduced here applies well to a collection of multiple points lying on a rational normal
curve (which ought, according to conjectures of Catalisano and Gimigliano [CEG], to give
the “worst” Hilbert function amongst sets of points in linearly general position).
A zero-dimensional subscheme Z ⊂ Pn is said to have the maximal rank property if its
Hilbert function is as simple as possible: for each degree m, either Z does not lie on an
m-ic hypersurface or Z imposes degZ (i.e. independent) conditions on the linear system
of m-ics. One is led to consider, then, which Z do not enjoy this property? One expects, at
least conjecturally, that for a generic such scheme Z the failure of maximal rank in a given
degree should occur when the base locus of the linear system of m-ics through Z is forced
to contain a positive dimensional scheme whose intersection with Z itself cannot impose
the “expected number” of conditions on the system.
For a generic collectionZ of multiple points in projective space, the inductive procedure
(méthode d’Horace différentielle) of J. Alexander and A. Hirschowitz allows one to deduce
maximal rank in a given degree from maximal rank conditions in lower degree and in lower
dimension. This idea is used in [AH4] to obtain asymptotic results on maximal rank.
But in low degree m (compared to order of vanishing) such a scheme Z cannot impose
independent conditions on m-ics, due to visible linear obstructions. Specifically, suppose
that Z contains two points, of multiplicities j, k, and take m  j + k − 2. The line L
between the two points meetsZ in a subscheme of degree j +k >m+1 which then cannot
impose independent conditions on m-ics (i.e., L itself imposes only m+ 1 conditions) and
hence neither does Z .
Therefore, a key issue on obtaining information on the Hilbert function of such a
scheme, such as finding explicit (better yet, sharp) conditions for maximal rank, is to study
cases in which maximal rank is obstructed by linear subspaces spanned by subsets of the
set of points in the scheme.
Conjectures of R. Fröberg and A. Iarrobino give a proposed value (Strong Conjecture)
or upper bound (Weak Conjecture) for such a Hilbert function. These conjectures arise
indirectly from an algebraic conjecture of Fröberg [F]. He studies an ideal generated by
a generic collection of forms, and asserts that its behaviour may be quantified (or at least
estimated) by a natural generalisation of the formula for complete intersection ideals. Iar-
robino further asserts [I] that, up to an identifiable region of cases, the conjecture of Fröberg
should apply to an ideal generated by a generic collection of powers of linear forms of
equal degree. (Of course, one must certainly exclude situations such as pth powers in char-
acteristic p, by virtue of the “Freshman’s Dream Theorem”!) An application of Macaulay
duality, given by Emsalem and Iarrobino, to the case of generic powers of linear forms
yields the conjectures on multiple points [EI].
We present here a direct geometric interpretation of these conjectures. Namely, the
conjectural Hilbert function of multiple points reflects circumstances under which (mul-
tiple) planes spanned by subsets must appear in the base locus at issue, according to
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points corresponds to situations in which the only obstructions to the scheme’s impos-
ing independent conditions are the “obvious linear ones”, and that the Weak Conjecture
amounts to counting such linear obstructions.
Let us recall the following definitions.
Definition 1. For a subscheme Z ⊂ Pn with ideal sheaf IZ the Hilbert function of Z (as a
function of m) is given by
hPn(Z,m) := dimH 0
(
P
n,OPn(m)
)− dimH 0(Pn,IZ (m)).
Definition 2. Take a variety X ⊂ Pn and k ∈ N. The (k − 1)th infinitesimal neighbourhood
of X (with respect to Pn) is the scheme given by Ik , where I is the ideal sheaf of X. We
shall denote this scheme by Xk ⊂ Pn.
So, for example, X0 = ∅, and X1 = X.
Note that for p ∈ Pn the degree of {p}k is (n+k−1
n
)
. Hence, for an r-dimensional vari-
ety X ⊂ Pn, degXk = (n+k−r−1
n−r
)
degX.
For brevity, when the ambient projective space of embedding is clear, we shall refer
to Xk ⊂ Pn as Xk , a k-uple subscheme (or a “fat variety” of multiplicity k).
Definition 3. Given A = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd define an A-subscheme of Pn as a union
of {p1}k1 ∪ · · · ∪ {pd}kd where {p1, . . . , pd} is a set of d points in Pn. We shall say that
an A-scheme is homogeneous (respectively, quasihomogeneous) if k1 = · · · = kd (respec-
tively, after perhaps reordering, k2 = · · · = kd ). (For emphasis, we may refer to a scheme
as having mixed multiplicities if it is not necessarily homogeneous.)
The Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjectures (see Section 4) refer to a function G(d,A,n+ 1)m
and its correspondence with the Hilbert function of an A-subscheme of Pn (supported on d
points). The Weak Conjecture (Conjecture 4.7) asserts that for each d-uple A ∈ Nd and
each A-subscheme Z ⊂ Pn we have
hPn(Z,m)G(d,A,n+ 1)m
for each degree m; while the Strong Conjecture (Conjecture 4.8) gives numerical condi-
tions under which equality is predicted to hold between the two functions in the case of
homogeneous schemes with generic support. Here we provide techniques for analysing the
Hilbert function of a collection of multiple points and compare with the properties of the
proposed function G.
The Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture deals only with homogeneous schemes. We
aim, further, to find the Hilbert function of a scheme of mixed multiplicities. Moreover,
we shall exhibit (infinitely many) counterexamples to the Strong Conjecture [C6]; that is,
classes of generic homogeneous subschemes of Pn whose Hilbert functions do not agree
with the conjectured values. One seeks to: refine the Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture
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ing to the evidence presented here, this requires the identification of nonlinear positive
dimensional varieties lying in the base locus of a linear system of hypersurfaces through
a multiple point scheme. In general, we refer to the Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Hypothesis
(on a given case) as the supposition that a generic A-subscheme of Pn has Hilbert func-
tion that agrees with the corresponding Fröberg–Iarrobino function (in a given degree). We
shall also say that the Strong Hypothesis applies to a given A-scheme provided that its
Hilbert function is equal to the conjectured value.
We obtain the following result (see Section 6).
Theorem 1.1. Let n,m,d ∈ N and A = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd . Let us take Cji =
((k1 + i − m)+, . . . , (kj + i − m)+) for each j = 1, . . . , d − 1, and i = 0, . . . , kj − 1.
(Recall the notation: a+ = max(a,0).)
Suppose that the Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Hypothesis in Pn−1 is verified by each
generic Cji -subscheme of Pn−1 in degree i, for j = 1, . . . , d − 1 and i = 0, . . . , kj − 1.
Then:
(a) Each A-subscheme of Pn satisfies the Weak Conjecture in degree m.
(b) A generic A-subscheme of Pn satisfies the Strong Hypothesis in degree m if and only
if it displays only the expected linear obstructions in degree m (see Section 5, Defini-
tion 9).
(c) If Z ⊂ Pn is any A-subscheme of Pn thenZ verifies the Strong Hypothesis in degree m
provided that it admits only the expected linear obstructions in degree m.
We shall observe in Proposition 6.5 that we may “homogenise” this result to deal with
the Strong Conjecture itself, obtaining more explicit conclusions.
The notion of expected linear obstructions, given in Definition 9 (Section 5), is based
simply on the prediction of Bézout on how a line (and whence multiple lines as well as
higher-dimensional linear subspaces) must appear in the base locus of a linear system if its
intersection with that base locus has sufficient degree.
Theorem 1.1 implies that one may determine whether a given A-subscheme of Pn sat-
isfies the Weak Conjecture by finding analogous subschemes of Pn−1 for which the Strong
Hypothesis applies. In particular, to verify the Weak Conjecture in Pn, it suffices that the
Strong Hypothesis applies to sufficiently many (and identifiable) subschemes of Pn−1.
For example, in P2 the Strong Conjecture displays “extra exceptions” to the expected
maximal rank of a (homogeneous) multiple subscheme. These are extended to conjectures
on subschemes of P2 of mixed multiplicities. Progress on these conjectures on P2 has been
made recently (see Section 3), but the main problem remains open, even for homogeneous
schemes. Nevertheless, we employ Theorem 1.1 to obtain the following result (see Sec-
tion 7).
Theorem 1.2. The Weak Fröberg–Iarrobino conjecture holds valid in Pn for n 3.
Hence we see that the “full strength” of the Strong Hypothesis is not necessary toward
verifying the Weak Conjecture in the next dimension from Theorem 1.1.
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of infinitesimal neighbourhoods (homogeneous or otherwise) is presented in Lemma 6.3.
Here an inductive strategy on comparing the Hilbert function of a scheme, say Z ∪{p}k+1,
with that ofZ∪{p}k from explicit identification of the expected linear obstruction schemes
is presented. Particularly, after intersecting such a scheme with a hyperplane H we produce
a collection W of multiple points of H so that
hPn
(Z ∪ {p}k+1,m)− hPn(Z ∪ {p}k,m)
(
n+ k − 1
n− 1
)
− hH (W, k).
Further, equality occurs exactly when the scheme Z ∪ {p}k+1 has only the expected linear
obstructions given by Z ∪ {p}k in the relevant degree m, as in Definition 9.
From Lemma 6.3 we obtain the proof of the main theorem (Section 6) on describing the
Hilbert function of a collection of multiple points. Namely, an upper bound on the Hilbert
function of a collection of multiple points of Pn is obtained from evaluation of the Hilbert
function of collections of fat points in Pn−1, as follows.
Theorem 1.3 (Main Theorem). Let n,m,d ∈ N and A = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd . Take Cji =
(k1, . . . , kj ) + i −m for each j = 1, . . . , d − 1, and i = 0, . . . , kj − 1. For each
A-subscheme Z ⊂ Pn there are naturally induced Cji -subschemes of Pn−1, Wji , so that
hPn(Z,m) degZ −
d∑
j=1
kj−1∑
i=0
hPn(Wj,i , i).
Equality holds if and only if only the expected linear obstructions to Z occur in degree m.
This result has immediate implications toward comparing the Hilbert function of a fat
point scheme with the function G(d,A,n)m proposed by Iarrobino, as seen by the basic
properties of the function G. From this we obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1.1.
In Section 8 we examine general applications of Theorem 1.3 toward Pn. We restrict
attention mainly to cases in which we are “one step away” from the expectation of maximal
rank: only (multiple) lines are predicted to appear as the positive-dimensional schemes in
the base locus of the given linear systems, in the formulation of the conjectural function.
In Corollary 8.8 we obtain, for example, a geometric analogue of an algebraic result of
Iarrobino (Section 4).
Finally, we remark on the algebraic conjectures of Fröberg, equipped with the extra
information from the geometric viewpoint. We describe how Conjecture 5.4 implies the
“Koszulness” of the minimal resolution of an ideal generated by powers of linear forms,
and whence, general forms.
In sum, the geometric evidence presented here gives structure to the Fröberg–Iarrobino
conjectures. Indeed, the Weak Conjecture appears tractable technically. Furthermore, one
need not regard the Weak Conjecture as the “second best” result to obtain along these
lines, but as a first step toward verifying the Strong Conjecture (and evaluating exceptional
cases). Namely, from the Weak Conjecture it would follow that equality of the Hilbert
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and hence may be verified by producing a scheme exhibiting such equality. Particularly,
a usual strategy for verifying upper bounds on the Hilbert function of a general scheme
is to construct a scheme that satisfies these conditions. In the situation of maximal rank,
this always suffices; but it is necessary here to have a lower bound. Moreover, as we see
in Theorem 1.1, the Weak Conjecture allows us to characterise schemes that do obey the
Strong Hypothesis (including the Strong Conjecture).
The structure of the paper is as follows. We fix notation in Section 2. Next we consider
the context of the problem at hand. We begin in Section 3 by describing basic results and
techniques that may be used to predict maximal rank. Then in Section 4 we present the
conjectures of Fröberg and Iarrobino, which imply in particular how maximal rank can-
not always be achieved. From basic observations on intersection multiplicity we obtain
in Section 5 the geometric interpretation of these conjectures along with refinements of
the conjectures. In Section 6 we prove the main theorem and present its connection to the
conjectures. Then, in Section 7, we validate the Weak Conjecture in P3. Further conse-
quences in terms of verifying cases of the Weak Conjecture in Pn are given in Section 8.
We end in Section 9 with discussion and speculation on the algebraic versions of the strong
conjecture.
2. Basic bookkeeping
Given a projective subscheme Z ⊂ Pn we write IZ,Pn (or IZ ) for its ideal sheaf.
Given a reduced subvariety X ⊂ Pn and a ∈ N, define Xa as the subscheme Z ⊂ Pn
defined by IaX . Let us extend this to a ∈ Z so that in case a  0 we have Xa = ∅.
Since we shall consider collections of fat points of various multiplicities, let us keep
some of the bookkeeping straight as follows.
Given A = (a1, . . . , ad) ∈ Zd define an A-subscheme of Pn as a union Z of {p1}a1 ∪
· · · ∪ {pd}ad where {p1, . . . , pd} is a set of d points in Pn. In case A = (a, . . . , a) (and
the number of points d is made clear) we shall write A = a and refer to an A-scheme as
a homogeneous subscheme. We say that Z is a generic A-subscheme (or general) if the
set {p1, . . . , pd} is generic.
As in [I] we define the following.
Definition 4. Denote by HPTS(d, (k1, . . . , kd), n + 1)m the value of Hilbert function in
degree m of the generic union of d points in Pn of multiplicities k1, . . . , kd .
Let us extend this definition in the obvious manner to the situation of perhaps having
negative entries in the uple A:
HPTS(d,A,n+ 1)m := HPTS
(
d,
(
max(a1,0), . . . ,max(ad,0)
)
, n+ 1).
For such A we write |A| =∑di=1 max(ai,0) and (A) = #{1 i  d: ai > 0}.
Given A,B both uples, we say that A and B are equivalent, or that A may be writ-ten as B if an A-scheme is a B-scheme. This says that (A) = (B) and if a1, . . . , ad
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exists a permutation σ on d letters so that ai = bσ(i) for i = 1, . . . , d .
Now take A = (a1, . . . , ad) ∈ Nd so that ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , d . Given B ∈ Nr we
shall say that B ⊆ A if B = (ai1 , . . . , air ) with 1  i1 < · · · < ir  d (so B does respect
ordering). If B ∈ Zr we say that B  A if B may be written as (b1, . . . , bd) ∈ Nd with
each bi  ai , and that B <A if B A but B may not be written as A.
3. General context
We pay particular attention throughout this paper to the Hilbert function of a generic
collection of multiple points in projective space as a start toward the study of arbitrary
collections of fat points. In each degree m the Hilbert function HPTS(d,A,n + 1)m of a
(general) A-scheme is bounded above by the degree of the scheme, with equality for m
sufficiently large. Let us describe here some of the circumstances under which the two
quantities are known (or conjectured) to agree. We refer the reader as well to the very
readable and detailed accounts in the surveys of Ciliberto [Ci] and Harbourne [Ha4], par-
ticularly for thorough descriptions of work on P2.
Let A = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd and consider the Hilbert function of an A-subscheme of Pn.
For convenience, let us assume that k1  k2  · · · kd , for now.
When d = 1 we have
HPTS(1, k¯, n+ 1)m = min
((
n+m
m
)
,
(
n+ k − 1
k − 1
))
;
that is, the scheme has the maximal rank property.
Now consider d  2. For each m k1 + k2 − 2 we have
HPTS
(
2, (k1, k2), n+ 1
)
m
<
(
n+ k1 − 1
2
)
+
(
n+ k2 − 1
2
)
.
Indeed, if m k1 + k2 − 2, look at a (k1, k2)-scheme Z and take the line L spanned by
the two reduced points on Z . Then degL∩Z = k1 + k2. However, L imposes only m+ 1
conditions on the linear system of m-ics. Hence Z ∩L cannot impose independent condi-
tions on m-ics, so neither does Z . We regard this as an expected linear obstruction. (We
shall make this notion precise in Definition 9.)
Likewise, extending to A = (k1, . . . , kd) we have that an A-scheme cannot have maxi-
mal rank unless HPTS(d,A,n + 1)m =
(
n+m
n
)
for m = k1 + k2 − 2 (that is, the degree of
an A-scheme is large enough).
In the case of degree m k1 + k2 − 1, the méthode d’Horace of [H1] does (essentially)
apply toward verifying inductively a given case of maximal rank from ones occurring
in lower degree and in lower dimension. This led to the following asymptotic result of
J. Alexander and A. Hirschowitz.
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HPTS(d, k, n+ 1)m = min
(
d
(
n+ k − 1
n
)
,
(
n+m
m
))
.
One would like to sharpen this to an actual upper bound for d(n, k); indeed, one that
should be independent of the multiplicity k. Equivalently, the theorem predicts that there
is a value c(n, k) so that whenever m  c(n, k) we have equality between HPTS and the
desired quantity. Again one should like a bound on such a value, independent of n. This
asks for results in cases m 2k − 2 (in which maximal rank cannot be achieved) to obtain
a starting point in the induction process. Unfortunately, the méthode différentielle does not
apply well to the low degree cases (m 2k − 2).
On the bright side (as used, e.g., in [A,C3,C7]) to proceed by induction on degree one
does not require that every collection of multiple points has maximal rank. For example,
to show that in degree m  3k a generic collection of kth order points exhibits maximal
rank in degree m, it suffices to concoct a fat point scheme of large enough degree im-
posing independent conditions in degree m − k + 1. But the degree required is strictly
(and significantly) less than the boundary value of (n+m−k+1
n
)
. With any luck, then, down-
to-earth methods in low degrees (e.g. [C2]) should yield k-schemes of maximal rank in
degree 2k − 1, say, and of large enough degree to proceed inductively.
We assert the following statement.
Conjecture 3.2. Let Z ⊂ Pn be a generic collection of fat points of multiplicities
(k1, . . . , kd), with k1  k2  · · ·  kd . Then for each m with m  kd−2 + kd−1 + kd we
have
hPn(Z,m) = min
(
degZ,
(
n+m
m
))
.
Rewriting in terms of the number of points, it is easy to see that this implies:
Conjecture 3.3. A generic homogeneous collection of d fat points of Pn has maximal rank
if d  3n.
We note that these conjectures are (necessarily) weaker than the Strong Iarrobino Con-
jecture described below, and agree with the Nagata conjecture and the Segre–Harbourne–
Hirschowitz conjecture in the case of P2, as we shall now describe.
The case of the projective plane has seen a good deal of progress in recent years (see
[Ha4] for an overview). First, Nagata’s use [N] of Cremona transformations led to his
conjecture that a general collection of multiple points in P2 fails to achieve maximal rank
only if it contains a subcollection supported on at most eight points that displays “visible”
obstructions to maximal rank. He evaluated the Hilbert function of a general collection of
eight multiple points. This includes the following statement.
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· · · kd and ∑5i=1 ki  2m + 1. Then a generic A-subscheme of P2 has maximal rank in
degree m.
Notice that the assumption on
∑5
i=1 ki  2m+ 1 “prevents” the conic through the first
five points from interfering with maximal rank. Quite generally, efforts of Segre on this
theme yield the following conjecture.
Conjecture 3.5 [S]. If a collection Z of multiple points in P2 does not display maximal
rank in degree m then there is a curve C in the base locus of the system of m-ics through Z
for which
degZ ∩C > hP2(C,m).
Harbourne [Ha1] and Hirschowitz [H2] each presented explicit conjectures on the
Hilbert function of a collection of multiple points in the plane, referring to the induced lin-
ear systems on the blow-up of P2 with respect to the points. Each noted that: if, indeed, the
only exceptions to maximal rank are “due to” obstructions on schemes supported on eight
or fewer points, the main information on such cases should be gleaned from the study of lin-
ear systems on a Hirzebruch surface. More recently, Ciliberto and Miranda [CM3] showed
that the conjectures of Segre, Harbourne, and Hirschowitz are all equivalent; whence those
of [Ha1,H2] precisely identify cases in which a curve obstructs the Hilbert function of a
planar fat point scheme from achieving maximal rank.
Hirschowitz used his “méthode d’Horace” [H2] to evaluate the Hilbert function of a
generic union of double points and likewise for triple points of P2. Harbourne has made
considerable refinements on the predictions of Nagata (e.g., [Ha2]) on determining excep-
tional cases to maximal rank, with support on eight or fewer points; including an algorithm
for computation of the conjectural Hilbert function of fat points in P2 (see [Ha3], along
with the computer programme running on his web page).
Ciliberto and Miranda [CM1,CM2] have made further significant progress toward this
problem. Their method involves passing between P2 and the Hirzebruch surface F1. This
led to a complete analysis of the cases HPTS(d, (k1, . . . , kd),3), ki  3 and HPTS(d, k¯,3),
k  12. They, along with Orecchia, applied the technique later to extend to fat points of
(equal) multiplicity up to 20 [CCMO].
Meanwhile, up in higher dimensions we do have the results of Alexander and
Hirschowitz [H1,A,AH1,AH2,AH3] on the Hilbert function of generic double points in
projective space using (nontrivial!) variations on the méthode d’Horace. (To complete that
story, the author evaluated the one missing case [C5]!)
Next, the author shows in [C7] that a generic union of double and triple points in Pn
does exhibit maximal rank in degree at least 7, and exhibits schemes that do not satisfy the
Strong Hypothesis in lower degrees. This is done by expanding on the simplified version
of “Horace” given in [C3] for a “brief proof” of the Alexander–Hirschowitz result. In the
latter paper, this appears as an organisational means toward the result at issue, whereas in
multiplicity at least three its use is critical, not only in bookkeeping but as an anchoring
mechanism.
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The conjectures of Fröberg and Iarrobino apply to situations in which the Hilbert func-
tion of a collection of multiple points should not attain maximal rank in a given degree;
namely, when that degree is small compared to multiplicities.
We present here a background on these conjectures, together with pertinent known re-
sults. First, the conjectures of Fröberg on the behaviour of an ideal generated by a generic
set of forms in a (graded) polynomial ring are described. Next, we look at the “spe-
cialisations” made by Iarrobino to an ideal generated by powers of linear forms, chosen
generically. We see then the interpretation of Emsalem and Iarrobino of the latter problem
to the Hilbert function of multiple points.
4.1. Fröberg conjectures on the ideal of general forms
Let us take R = K[Y0, . . . , Yn], as a graded ring. Fröberg [F] considers an ideal J gen-
erated by a generic collection of forms of specified degrees. His conjectures suggest that
the minimal free resolution of J in “looks like” that of a complete intersection until the
degree is, by numerics, expected to be large enough that the ideal should contain all forms
of that degree.
Definition 5. Let A = (j1, . . . , jd) ⊂ Nd . Let J be an ideal generated by a general set of d
forms in n+ 1 variables, of degrees j1, . . . , jd . We write
HGEN(d,A,n+ 1)m = dimRm − dimJm.
Example. d  n+ 1. Then J is a complete intersection ideal with minimal free resolution:
0 → R(−j1 − · · · − jd) → ·· · →
⊕
1i<kd
R(−ji − jk) →
d⊕
i=1
R(−ji) → J → 0.
Hence
dimRm − dimJm =
∑
B⊆A
(−1)(B)
(
n+m− |B|
n
)
.
For example, in the case j = j1 = · · · = jd we have
dimRm − dimJm =
n∑
t=0
(−1)t
(
d
t
)(
n+m− tj
n
)
.
Fröberg’s conjectures extend this by asserting that if J is generated by d  n+2 general
forms, then codimJm should act as if the only relations between generators are Koszul for
as long as possible, namely, until the first (numerical) opportunity for Jm = Rm.
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F ′(d,A,n+ 1)m =
∑
B⊆A
(−1)(B)
(
n+m− |B|
n
)
,
and
F(d,A,n+ 1)m =


0, if F ′(d ′,A′, n+ 1)m  0
for some d ′  d and A′ ⊆ A,
F ′(d,A,n+ 1)m, otherwise.
The conjectures of Fröberg are as follows.
Conjecture 4.1 (Strong Fröberg Conjecture (SF)).
HGEN(d,A,n+ 1)m = F(d,A,n+ 1)m.
Conjecture 4.2 (Weak Fröberg Conjecture (WF)).
HGEN(d,A,n+ 1)m  F(d,A,n+ 1)m.
Under the following hypotheses the Strong Conjecture is known to hold (see [I] for more
details): d  n + 1 (as we have just observed), d = n + 2 (Stanley [St]), n = 1 (Fröberg
[F]), and n = 2 (Anick [An]). In the case of equal degree; that is, A = (j, . . . , j), the Strong
Conjecture has been verified in the following cases: m = j + 1 (Hochster and Laksov
[HL]), n  10 and j  2, along with n  7 and j  3 (Fröberg and Hollman [FH]); and
the more detailed hypotheses of Aubry [Au], that m is sufficiently close to j .
Iarrobino shows that in the “first Koszul interval” for a specified case, the Weak Fröberg
Conjecture may be verified by a lower degree case of the Strong Fröberg Conjecture.
Theorem 4.3 [I]. Take A = (j, j1, . . . , jd) and C = (j1, . . . , jd). Assume that j min{ji}
and 2j m 3j . If
HGEN(d,C,n+ 1)m−j = F(d,C,n+ 1)m−j
then
HGEN(d,A,n+ 1)m  F(d,A,n+ 1)m.
We shall obtain in Corollary 8.8 a geometric analogue of this result via Theorem 1.3.
4.2. Iarrobino’s conjectures on general linear forms
Iarrobino extends the Fröberg Conjecture to powers of linear forms in appropriate char-
acteristic.
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of linear forms in n+ 1 variables, of degrees a1, . . . , ad . Write
HPOWLIN(d,A,n+ 1)m = dimRm − dimJm.
Of course, by upper-semicontinuity,
HPOWLIN(d,A,n+ 1)m HGEN(d,A,n+ 1)m.
This yields:
Conjecture 4.4 (Strong Algebraic Fröberg–Iarrobino). Let n,m,d, a ∈ N. Then
HPOWLIN(d, a¯, n+ 1)m  F(d, a¯, n+ 1)m.
Further, let p be the characteristic of K. If p = 0 or m>p, we have
HPOWLIN(d, a¯, n+ 1)m = F(d, a¯, n+ 1)m,
except in the following circumstances: d = n+ 3, d = n+ 4, n = 2 and d = 7 or 8; n = 3
and d = 9.
Conjecture 4.5 (Weak Algebraic Fröberg–Iarrobino).
HPOWLIN(d,A,n+ 1)m  F(d,A,n+ 1)m.
Remark. We shall see more explicitly how the exceptional values arise from the interpre-
tation to the postulation of multiple points described next.
4.3. Conjectures on multiple points
Emsalem and Iarrobino deduced from Macaulay duality that HPOWLIN is related to the
Hilbert function of multiple points in appropriate characteristic.
Theorem 4.6 [EI]. Let A = (k1, . . . , kd) and A′ = (m + 1 − k1, . . . ,m + 1 − kd).
If charK= 0 or charK> max(m, k1, . . . , kd) then
HPTS(d,A,n+ 1)m = dimRm − HPOWLIN(d,A′, n+ 1)m.
To see the main idea of this theorem, let us look at the case charK = 0. Let S =
K[X0, . . . ,Xn] and R = K[∂/∂X0, . . . , ∂/∂Xn] (with R regarded as a polynomial ring
in the “dummy variables” ∂/∂Xi ).
Macaulay duality refers to the obvious perfect pairing m :Rm × Sm →K. (Of course,
it is not quite natural in that it depends on the coordinate choice.) Given an ideal I of S we
obtain, in each degree m,I⊥m = πR(ker|Rm×Im) ⊂ Rm,
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I⊥m + J⊥m .
The case in point given by Emsalem and Iarrobino starts with the ideal of a mul-
tiple point, say I = (X1, . . . ,Xn)k ⊂ S. Then Im = (X1, . . . ,Xn)kSm−k so that I⊥m =
∂/∂X0Rk−1. (Each monomial, say, M in Im satisfies ∂/∂X0m−k+1M = 0.) Whence the
dual to the mth graded piece of the ideal of a (k1, . . . , kd)-scheme is the mth piece of an
ideal generated by d powers of linear forms, the powers being m+ 1− k1, . . . ,m+ 1− kd .
So, Iarrobino’s conjectures on powers of linear forms “translate” to candidates for val-
ues of the function HPTS evaluating the Hilbert function of fat points. Moreover, note that
in the latter setting the characteristic of the field need not play a rôle.
Definition 8. Let
G′
(
d, (k1, . . . , kd), n+ 1
)
m
= dimRm − F ′
(
d, (m+ 1 − k1, . . . ,m+ 1 − kd), n+ 1
)
m
,
and
G
(
d, (k1, . . . , kd), n+ 1
)
m
= dimRm − F
(
d, (m+ 1 − k1, . . . ,m+ 1 − kd), n+ 1
)
m
.
The geometric versions of the Fröberg–Iarrobino conjectures are the following (stronger)
conjectures.
Conjecture 4.7 (Weak Fröberg–Iarrobino (WFI)).
HPTS(d,A,n+ 1)m G(d,A,n+ 1)m.
Conjecture 4.8 (Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino (SFI: homogeneous)). For each n,d,m ∈ N
we have HPTS(d, k, n + 1)m G(d, k,n + 1)m. Further, we have HPTS(d, k, n + 1)m =
G(d, k,n + 1)m, except perhaps when one of the following conditions holds: d = n + 3,
d = n + 4, n = 2 and d = 7 or 8; n = 3, d = 9, m = 2k; or n = 4, d = 14, m = 2k and
k = 2 or 3.
Hence in each homogeneous case d  n+ 5 we have
SFI 
⇒ SF 
⇒ WF 
⇒ WFI.
As previously stated, we shall say a generic A-subscheme of Pn (possibly of mixed mul-
tiplicities) satisfies the Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Hypothesis if its Hilbert function agrees
with the conjectural value G(d,A,n + 1). (Similarly, we say that it satisfies the Strong
Hypothesis in a given degree if the value of the Hilbert function in this degree is equal
to the specified value. Further, we refer to an arbitrary scheme as satisfying the Strong
Hypothesis if its Hilbert function agrees with the value of the corresponding function G.)
It is straightforward to verify the Strong Conjecture in the case of d  n + 1 fat points
in Pn by examining the intersection ideal. For d = n+ 2 the conjecture holds valid as well,
again by [St]. On the other hand, the exclusion of cases d = n + 3, n + 4, and so forth in
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through points that inhibit the Hilbert function.
We began a direct geometric analysis of the conjectures on homogeneous k-subschemes
of Pn in [C2]. Since the cases of degree m k are trivial to verify (at most n+ 1 points are
involved) the focus there is finding criteria determining the inequality:
HPTS(d, k, n+ 1)k+1 G(d, k,n+ 1)k+1.
The result invokes the identification of neighbourhoods of planes of each dimension ly-
ing in the base locus of a (k + 1)-ic linear system through a k-scheme (made precise in
Section 5).
Here we expand on this method for use in the general setting.
5. Interpreting conjectures geometrically
We describe the correspondence of the Fröberg–Iarrobino conjectures with the issue of
linear obstructions to the maximal rank of a collection of fat points. In particular, we make
precise the notion of a scheme that displays only the expected linear obstructions (as in
Theorem 1.3), which we “expect” to satisfy the Strong Hypothesis. We start with a simple
identification of multiple planes (of each dimension) that must appear in the base locus of a
linear system through a given collection of multiple points. We compare this information to
the conjectures at hand by means of intersection degrees. This leads naturally to extensions
and refinements of these conjectures.
Basic Observation. Let p,q ∈ Pn and L = span{p,q}. By Bézout (or by Lagrange–
Hermite!), any m-ic form vanishing on {p}k ∪ {q}j vanishes on L if m  k + j − 1.
Further, such an m-ic must vanish on Lk+j−m. This is easy to see in characteristic 0,
simply by taking derivatives. Generally, take I = (X0,X1, . . . ,Xn)k ∩ (X0,X2, . . . ,Xn)j .
Suppose that F ∈ Im and write F = Xr0Xs1G so that neither X0 nor X1 divides G. Let
us write G = N + G1 so that N is a monomial (divisible by neither X0 nor X1) and G1
is a sum of fewer monomial terms than G. We have that Xs1G ∈ (X1, . . . ,Xn)j , so that
degG  j − s, and hence r  m − j . Likewise, s  m − k, so degG  k + j − m. In
particular N ∈ (X2, . . . ,Xn)k+j−m, so that we may replace G by G1 and repeat the proce-
dure, reducing the number of terms at each step. Whence G vanishes on Lk+j−m and so
does F .
Consequently, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 5.1. Let P,Q ⊂ Pn be projective subspaces. Then every m-ic vanishing on
P k ∪Qj must vanish on span(P ∪Q)k+j−m.
Proof. Suppose that F ∈ I (P k ∪Qj). Let t ∈ span(P ∪Q). Then t ∈ L where L is the line
between two points, say, p,q ∈ P ∪ Q. As we have just seen, F ∈ I (t)k+j−m since F ∈
I (p)k ∩ I (q)j . 
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Corollary 5.2. Let n,m,d ∈ N and (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd . Suppose that P1, . . . ,Pd are
projective subspaces of Pn. Then every m-ic through P k11 ∪ · · · ∪ P kdd must vanish on
span(P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pd)r for r = k1 + · · · + kd − (d − 1)m.
Proof. Apply induction together with Lemma 5.1 to the union of P kdd and span(P1 ∪ · · · ∪
Pd−1)j , where j = k1 + · · · + kd−1 − (d − 2)m. 
This motivates the following description.
Definition 9. Let n,m,d, k ∈ N, and (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd . Let Z = P k11 ∪ · · · ∪ P kdd and
P ⊂ Pn, where P1, . . . ,Pd, and P are projective subspaces of Pn (such as points). Let us
refer to the expected linear obstruction scheme on P k induced by m-ics through P k−1 ∪Z
as the subscheme of P k predicted by Corollary 5.2 namely,
(
P k−1 ∪
⋃
span(P ∪ Pi1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pir )j (i1,...,ir )
)
∩ P k,
where the union ranges over sets of indices (i1, . . . , ir ) with 1  i1 < i2 < · · · < ir  d ,
and j (i1, . . . , ir ) = k + ki1 + · · · + kir − rm− 1.
We shall say that P k ∪Z is only linearly obstructed by P k−1 ∪Z in degree m if the base
locus of the linear system of m-ics through P k−1 ∪Z meets P k in precisely the expected
linear obstruction scheme.
We say that P k ∪ Z is only linearly obstructed by Z in degree m if P  ∪ Z is only
linearly obstructed by P −1 ∪Z for each  with 1  k.
Finally, we say Z has only the expected linear obstructions in degree m if for each 1
j  d we have that P k11 ∪ · · · ∪ P
kj
j ∪ · · · ∪ P kdd is only linearly obstructed by P k11 ∪ · · · ∪
P 0j ∪ · · · ∪ P kdd .
Note that, in the context of the definition, if the set of planes is generic, the planes are
of equal dimension, and k1  k2  · · · kd , then Z is nonlinearly obstructed if and only
if Z is nonlinearly obstructed by P k22 ∪ · · · ∪ P kdd .
Let us now make an obvious and (hence!) useful simplification to Definition 9.
Lemma 5.3. Let n,m,k ∈ N and (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd . Take projective subspaces P,P1, . . . ,
Pd of Pn and let Z = P k11 ∪ · · · ∪ P kdd . Take Υ as the expected linear obstruction sub-
scheme of P k given by m-ics through P k−1 ∪ Z and Υ1 as the scheme Υ1 = (P k−1 ∪⋃d
i=1 span(P ∪ Pi)k+ki−m−1)∩ P k . Then Υ = Υ1.
Proof. We do have Υ1 ⊆ Υ . After intersection with a hyperplane we reduce, inductively,
to the case of P = {p}, p ∈ Pn.
By symmetry, it suffices to see that for each r  d and j = k + k1 + · · · + kr − rm− 1
we have ({p}k−1 ∪ span(p∪P1 ∪· · ·∪Pr)j )∩{p}k ⊆ Υ1. Let us fix such an r , then choose
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maximal ideal of p. In the associated projective space the quotient mk−1/mk identifies
forms of degree k − 1. Then the desired inclusion follows straight from Corollary 5.2. 
Now let us relate this to HPTS(d,A,n+1)m. When G(d,A,n+1)m <
(
n+m
m
)
, we have
G(d,A,n+ 1)m =
∞∑
t=1
(−1)t−1
∑
(B)=t
(
n+ |B| − t − (t − 1)m
n
)
, (1)
where the inner sum is over subindices 0 <B ⊆ A. We may interpret each term as follows:
t = 1:
d∑
i=1
(
n+ ki − 1
n
)
,
which is the degree of the scheme;
t = 2:
∑
{1i<jd}
(
n+ ki + kj − 2 −m
n
)
,
counts (and subtracts) obstructions due to lines between pairs of points;
t = 3:
∑
{1i1<i2<i3d}
(
n+ ki1 + ki2 + ki3 − 3 − 2m
n
)
,
counts obstructions to lines between pairs of points given by planes between threesomes,
as a correction to the term t = 2; and so on. That is, the t th term in (1) accounts for each
of the (t − 1)-planes occurring in the base locus of an A-scheme in degree m.
From the case of d  n + 1 where the SFI hypothesis does hold valid we see that the
function G exhibits the intersection numbers with regard to the (multiple) planes deter-
mined by Corollary 5.2. Whence, we may view the Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture
as asserting that a generic A-scheme has only linear obstructions, and the Weak Conjec-
ture as enumerating the linear obstructions occurring. We shall exhibit this phenomenon in
Section 6.
These observations suggest the following:
Conjecture 5.4. Let n,m,d ∈ N, and A ∈ Nd . Suppose that Z is an A-subscheme of Pn.
Then
hPn(Z,m)G(d,A,n+ 1)m.
Furthermore, assume that (
n+m)
G(d,A,n+ 1)m <
m
.
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expected linear obstructions in degree m.
By definition, if a multiple scheme has only the expected linear obstructions in a given
degree, none of its multiple subschemes can be nonlinearly obstructed in this degree. Under
the viewpoint that G(d,A,n + 1)m − HPTS(d,A,n + 1)m does count nonlinear obstruc-
tions to an A-scheme in degree m (as we shall justify in Section 6), let us observe the
following.
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that Conjecture 5.4 does hold valid. Let n,m,d ∈ N and A ∈ Nd .
Assume that
G(d,A,n+ 1)m <
(
n+m
m
)
.
Suppose that Z ⊂ Pn is an A-subscheme. If
hPn(Z,m) = G(d,A,n+ 1)m
then for every A′ A and each A′-subscheme Z ′ of Z (respecting ordering) we have
hPn(Z ′,m) = G(d,A′, n+ 1)m.
This suggests, more generally, that the difference between the Hilbert function of a col-
lection of multiple points and the conjectural value keeps track of nonlinear obstructions,
in the following sense.
Conjecture 5.6. Let n,m,d ∈ N and A ∈ Nd , for which
G(d,A,n+ 1)m <
(
n+m
m
)
.
Take A′ ∈ Nd for which A′ A. Suppose that Z ⊂ Pn is an A-subscheme and that Z ′ ⊂Z
is an A′-subscheme. Suppose that for some α ∈ N we have
hPn(Z ′,m) = G(d,A′, n+ 1)m − α.
Then
hPn(Z,m)G(d,A,n+ 1)m − α.
Of course, the conclusion of each conjecture is obvious in case the function G predicts
maximal rank for a given scheme! We ask the reader to check that this is not obvious in
general!
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given a generic A-scheme Z satisfying the hypothesis of the conjecture, we do have
hPn(Zred,m) = degZ,
so the conjecture predicts that hPn(Z,m)G(d,A,n+ 1)m. However, experimental evi-
dence on construction (!) points towards the statement’s being simpler to verify inductively
than the Weak Conjecture itself.
6. Main theorem
The main theorem (Theorem 1.3) gives an upper bound on the Hilbert function of any
collection of infinitesimal neighbourhoods of points in Pn based on Hilbert functions of
certain such subschemes of Pn−1. Particularly, the scheme of interest is shown in Theo-
rem 1.1 to verify the bound given by the Weak Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture when each of
the specified (“smaller”) ones satisfy the Strong Hypothesis. Moreover, we obtain equality
if and only if these schemes in lower dimension have only the expected linear obstructions,
as the conjectural function has been shown to compute.
The proof is attained, inductively, by the comparison in Lemma 6.3 of the Hilbert func-
tion of a given A-scheme with that of a B-scheme, where B = A− (0, . . . ,0,1). To relate
these we evaluate in Lemma 6.1 the degree of the linear obstruction scheme occurring be-
tween A and B , which may naturally be seen in terms of a Hilbert function of fat points
in codimension one. Further, we see from Lemma 6.2 that equality in the estimate of
Lemma 6.3 arises precisely when only the expected linear obstructions occur.
Lemma 6.1. Let n,d, a ∈ N, and (j1, . . . , jd) ∈ Nd . Let p ∈ An and let L1, . . . ,Ld be
distinct lines of An through p. Let ρ ⊂ An be the scheme (pa ∪ Lj11 ∪ · · · ∪ Ljdd ) ∩ pa+1.
In the projective space Pn−1 of lines through p take the (j1, . . . , jd)-scheme W ⊂ Pn−1
given by Lj11 ∪ · · · ∪Ljdd . Then
degρ = degpa + hPn−1(W, a).
Proof. Call m the maximal ideal of p in the affine coordinate ring of An and I1, . . . , Id
the ideals of the d lines. Identify ma/ma+1 with the vector space of forms of degree a in
the prescribed projective space of lines through p and (ma ∩ I j11 ∩ · · ·∩ I jdd +ma+1)/ma+1
with forms of degree a vanishing on the subscheme W ⊂ Pn−1. 
Lemma 6.2. Let n,m,k ∈ N. Suppose that Z ⊂ Pn is any subscheme and p ∈ Pn so
that p /∈ Z . Take γ as the intersection of pk with the base locus of m-ics through
Z ∪ {p}k−1 (so that hPn(Z ∪ {p}k−1,m) = hPn(Z ∪ γ,m)). Then
hPn
(Z ∪ {p}k,m)= min(hPn(Z ∪ pk−1,m)+ degpk − degγ,
(
n+m))
.
m
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through a subscheme Z ⊂ Pn. We may of course determine the base locus scheme Y ⊂ Pn
from the mth graded piece I (Z)m of the ideal of Z . The subtlety is that there is no guar-
antee that I (Y)m = I (Z)m. Indeed, this issue may be viewed as the crux of the challenge
in verifying the Segre conjecture (along with desired analogues in higher dimension).
The point of Lemma 6.2 is simply that we may locate such subschemes in a rela-
tive sense: comparing I (Z ∪ {p}k−1)m ⊇ I (Z ∪ {p}k)m for p ∈ Pn. Whence we obtain
a scheme γ with {p}k−1 ⊂ γ ⊂ {p}k accounting for the base locus with respect to {p}k−1.
So, in the context of Lemma 6.3 we may compare such a scheme γ with an expected linear
obstruction scheme.
Proof. We may assume that
hPn
(Z ∪ {p}k,m)< (n+m
n
)
;
in particular, that m k. Choose a linear form L on Pn for which L /∈m, where m= I (p).
Set V = I (Z∪{p}k−1)m, so thatmkm ⊆mkm+V ⊆mk−1m . Call r = dim(mkm+V )−dimmkm.
We have the direct sum of vector spaces:
mk−1m =mkm +Lm−k+1mk−1k−1
and likewise:
mkm + V =mkm +Lm−k+1〈F1, . . . ,Fr 〉, with F1, . . . ,Fr ∈mk−1k−1.
So the scheme γ is given by the ideal mk + (F1, . . . ,Fr), and degγ = deg{p}k − r . We see
then that I (γ )m = I (Z ∪ {p}k−1)m +mkm and whence:
hPn
(Z ∪ {p}k,m)= hPn(Z ∪ {p}k−1,m)+ r
= hPn
(Z ∪ {p}k−1,m)+ deg{p}k − degγ. 
We apply these results toward linear obstruction schemes.
Lemma 6.3. Let n,m,d ∈ N, and A = (k1, . . . , kd, k) ∈ Nd+1. Let {p1, . . . , pd,p} ⊂ Pn
and Z =⋃di=1{pi}ki . Choose a hyperplane Pn−1 ⊂ Pn for which Γ ∩ Pn−1 = ∅. Take
C = (c1, . . . , cd) := (k1, . . . , kd)−m+ 1 − k,
and let
W =
d⋃(
span(pi,p)∩ Pn−1
)ci .i=1
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hPn
(Z ∪ {p}k,m) hPn(Z ∪ {p}k−1,m)+
(
n+ k − 2
n− 1
)
− hPn−1
(W ∩ Pn−1, k − 1).
Equality occurs precisely if Z ∪ {p}k is only linearly obstructed by Z ∪ {p}k−1. In partic-
ular, for a generic scheme, take B = (k1, . . . , kd, k − 1). Then
HPTS(d + 1,A,n+ 1)m HPTS(d + 1,B,n+ 1)m +
(
n+ k − 2
n− 1
)
− HPTS(d,C,n)k−1.
Equality occurs exactly when a generic A-subscheme of Pn is only linearly obstructed by
a B-subscheme.
Proof. Let us put together the relevant information from our previous observations. Take
γ as the intersection of {p}k with the base locus of the linear system of m-ics through
Z ∪ {p}k−1. So γ contains the linear obstruction scheme ρ which is (by Lemma 5.3) given
by
ρ = (pk−1 ∪W)∩ pk.
By Lemma 6.2 we have
hPn
(Z ∪ {p}k,m)= hPn(Z ∪ {p}k−1,m)+ deg{p}k − degγ,
so that
hPn
(Z ∪ {p}k,m) hPn(Z ∪ {p}k−1,m)+ deg{p}k − degρ,
with equality occurring exactly when Z ∪ {p}k is only linearly obstructed by Z ∪ {p}k−1.
From Lemma 6.1 we may now plug in degρ = deg{p}k−1 +hPn−1(W ∩Pn−1, k− 1) to
obtain the desired conclusion. 
Altogether we have:
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let n,m,d ∈ N and A = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd . Let us take Cji as
stated; that is, Cji = (k1, . . . , kj )+ i −m, for j = 1, . . . , d − 1, and i = 0, . . . , kj − 1.
Given an A-subscheme Z ⊂ Pn we wish to produce Cji -subschemes Wji ⊂ Pn−1
from Z for which
hPn(Z,m) degZ −
d−1∑ kj−1∑
hPn−1(Wji , i); (2)
j=1 i=1
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Namely, taking Pn−1 ⊂ Pn as a hyperplane that does not meet the support of Z we have
Wji =
(
j⋃
r=1
span(pj+1,pr)kr+i−m
)
∩ Pn−1.
From Lemma 6.3 we obtain this by double induction on d (starting with d = 0) and then
on kd (from the initial value kd = 0).
We find that equality holds in (2) exactly when Z exhibits only the expected linear
obstructions, again from Lemma 6.3. 
Let us compare the description of the Hilbert function of an A-subscheme in Pn used in
Theorem 1.3 with the behaviour of the conjectural function of Iarrobino.
Lemma 6.4. Let n,m,d ∈ N, A = (k1, . . . , kd), and Cji = (k1, . . . , kj ) + i −m, for j =
1, . . . , d − 1, i = 0, . . . , kj − 1. If
G(d,A,n+ 1)−m<
(
n+m
m
)
then
G(d,A,n+ 1)m =
d−1∑
j=1
kj−1∑
i=1
G(j,Cji, n)i .
(More technically, it is enough to assume that
G′
(
(A′),A′, n+ 1) (n+m
m
)
for each A′ A.)
Proof. Compute directly from Eq. (1). 
Hence, according to Theorem 1.3 the function G may be viewed directly as keeping
track of the expected linear obstruction schemes identified in Definition 9.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us take n,m,d ∈ N, A = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd , and Cji =
(k1, . . . , kj )+ i −m for each j = 1, . . . , d − 1 and i = 0, . . . , kj − 1.
Suppose, as indicated, that
HPTS(j,Cji, n)i = G(j,Cji, n)i,for each j = 1, . . . , d − 1 and i = 0, . . . , kj − 1.
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(
n+m
n
)
then the Weak Conjecture holds trivially for an A-scheme.
Otherwise, take Z ⊂ Pn as a generic A-subscheme. By Theorem 1.3 we have
hPn(Z,m)
d∑
j=1
(
n+ kj − 1
n
)
−
∑∑
G(j,Cji, n)i = G(d,A,n+ 1)m, (3)
and equality holds exactly when Z has only the expected linear obstructions in degree m.
Hence, by upper-semicontinuity, the inequality applies to every A-subscheme of Pn and
the Weak Conjecture is satisfied by each A-scheme in degree m.
Let us now take Z0 as an arbitrary A-subscheme. of Pn, and take Wji as the Cji -
subschemes of Pn−1 identified in Theorem 1.3. Note that hPn−1(Wji , i)  G(j,Cji, n)i
for each pair j, i.
Suppose that Z0 has only the expected linear obstructions in degree d . Then
hPn(Z,m) = degZ −
∑∑
hPn−1(Wji , i)G(d,A,n+ 1)m.
According to the Weak Conjecture, as we’ve just verified in this case, we must have equal-
ity here. 
Now let us examine the special case of quasihomogeneous schemes (including homo-
geneous schemes, as in the Strong Conjecture).
Proposition 6.5. Let n ∈ N. Suppose that the Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture holds
in Pn−1. Assume further that the Weak Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture applies to each qua-
sihomogeneous scheme of fat points in Pn with support on n+ 4 points. Then:
(a) The Weak Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture holds valid in Pn for every quasihomoge-
neous fat point scheme in Pn.
(b) A generic quasihomogeneous collection of infinitesimal neighbourhoods of points
in Pn satisfies the Strong Hypothesis if and only if it exhibits only the expected lin-
ear obstructions in each degree (Definition 9).
(c) For any quasihomogeneous collection of infinitesimal neighbourhoods in Pn, its
Hilbert function agrees with the function given by the Strong Hypothesis provided that
it has only the expected linear obstructions.
Hence to verify the Weak Conjecture in this setting, along with examining the Strong
Conjecture itself, it suffices to examine schemes supported on n+ 4 points of Pn.
Proof. We verify in Theorem 1.2 (Section 7) that the Weak Conjecture holds valid (indeed,
for schemes of mixed multiplicities) in Pn for each n  3. Further, according to results
from [C8] along with the given hypothesis, we have that each fat point subscheme of Pn
supported on at most n+ 3 points satisfies the Weak Conjecture.
Note, next, that in order to apply Theorem 1.3 to a quasihomogenous subscheme of Pn,
it suffices to see that the Strong Conjecture (on homogeneous schemes) applies to corre-
sponding subschemes of Pn−1.
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jecture, it remains to deal with Pn for n = 4 and n = 5.
Let us make the following observations:
• Fix n,m, ∈ N. The function G(d, (, , . . . , , k), n + 1)m is strictly increasing in k
until it reaches its maximum value
(
n+m
m
)
.
• Consider the “extra” exceptions predicted by the Strong Conjecture occurring for
n 4 (given by homogeneous schemes supported on at least n+ 5 points). For n = 3,
the additional cases (i.e., with d  8) have d = 9 and m = 2k, and the extra cases for
n = 4 (d  9) are: d = 14, m = 2k, k = 2 or 3. In each of these, we have
G(d, k,n+ 1)m =
(
n+m
m
)
.
Hence, each time such a case arises in the application of Theorem 1.1 toward a quasi-
homogeneous A-scheme, in a given degree m, we have already that
G(d,A,n+ 1)m =
(
n+m
m
)
.
More precisely, take n = 4. According to Theorem 1.1 we must show that
HPTS
(
10, (, . . . , , k),5
)
m
G
(
10, (, . . . , , k),5
)
m
,
whenever 2(+k−1−m) = k−1. Note that for each r  k−2 we have 2(+ r−m) < r ,
so we do have
HPTS
(
10, (, . . . , , k − 1),5)
m
G
(
10, (, . . . , , k − 1),5)
m
.
Further, by the previous observations,
G
(
10, (, . . . , , k − 1),5)
m
=
(
m+ 4
4
)
,
and hence the same holds for G(10, (, . . . , , k),5)m, and we are done.
Similar verification is valid for n = 5. 
Let us remark on the comparison between determining when the Strong Hypothesis
applies to an arbitrary scheme and finding obstructions to that scheme.
Proposition 6.6. Suppose that the Weak Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture holds valid; that is,
the Hilbert function of any collection of multiple points is bounded above by the conjectural
value. Let n,m,d ∈ N and A ∈ Nd . Suppose that Z ⊂ Pn is any A-subscheme. Then Z sat-
isfies the Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Hypothesis (respectively, in a given degree) provided
that Z presents only the expected (linear) obstructions (respectively, in that degree).
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generality that there is an m-ic vanishing on Z and that n 2. Take Z ⊂ Pn as prescribed
and Wj,i ⊂ Pn−1 as in Theorem 1.3. So Z has only the expected linear obstructions in
degree m if and only if
hPn(Z,m) = degZ −
∑∑
hPn−1(Wji , i).
Now, according to the Weak Conjecture applied to Pn−1, we have that∑∑
hPn−1(Wji , i)
∑∑
G(j,Cji, n)i . (4)
Hence (from the Weak Conjecture applied to Pn along with Lemma 6.4) if Z has only the
expected linear obstructions in degree m we have equality in (4), so that
hPn(Z,m) = G(d,A,n+ 1)m.
Notice, it follows from our assumptions that if Z has the only expected linear obstructions,
so must each of the schemes Wji . 
Let us compare our results here with the conjectures overall. Take an A-subscheme
of Pn. Then Theorem 1.3 provides the conclusion of the Weak Conjecture when each of the
derived Cji -schemes in (n−1)-space do satisfy the Strong Fröberg–Iarrobino Hypothesis.
Otherwise, each Cji -scheme suffering from lack of SFI must have nonlinear obstructions.
Conjecture 5.4 demands that each such obstruction is then carried over to the A-scheme.
7. The Weak Conjecture holds valid in P3
We illustrate here the use of Theorem 1.3 in verifying the Weak Fröberg–Iarrobino Con-
jecture in a given dimension without the full requirement of the Strong Hypothesis in each
lower dimensional case. We prove Theorem 1.2, that the Weak Fröberg conjecture does
hold in Pn for n  3. Of course, since the Strong Conjecture of Fröberg and Iarrobino
holds in P1, regardless of multiplicities, then Weak Conjecture does in P2. However, as
described in Section 3, the Strong Conjecture remains open in P2 and presents many ex-
ceptions to the Strong Hypothesis. We observe, though, that in the homogeneous situation
the required results for the application of Theorem 1.3 follow easily from general results
of Nagata on multiple points in P2. So, to deal with mixed multiplicities we make use of
the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1 (Numerical observation). Let A = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd , with k1  k2 + 2. Take
B = (k1 − 1, k2 + 1, k3, . . . , kd). Then G(d,A,n+ 1)m G(d,B,n+ 1)m.
Indeed, equality occurs if and only if
G(d,B,n+ 1)m =
(
n+m)
.
m
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quantity
(
n+a
n
)+ (n+c−a
n
)
is obtained from a = c/2, so c − a = c/2.)
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let A = (k1, . . . , kd, ) ∈ Nd+1, with k1  k2  · · ·  kd  .
Fix m ∈ N. We wish to show that
HPTS(d + 1,A,4)m G(d + 1,A,4)m.
Let us assume inductively that such an inequality holds for each B < A; without loss of
generality we may also assume that
G(d,A,4)m <
(
m+ 3
3
)
.
First, if k1 + m+ 1 we may take B = (k1, . . . , kd) and then
G(d + 1,A,4)m = G(d,B,4)m +
(
+ 2
3
)
,
and we are done by the induction hypothesis with respect to B .
So let us assume that k1 +m+2. We now take B = (k1, . . . , kd , −1) and then C =
(c1, . . . , cs) ∈ Ns by rewriting the d-tuple (k1, . . . , kd) − m+ 1 −  so that only positive
terms occur. (Namely, we take s  d maximal with respect to the property that ks + k 
m+ 2. and then C = (k1, . . . , ks)−m+ 1 − k. ) By Lemma 6.3 we have
HPTS(d + 1,A,4)m HPTS(d + 1,B,4)m +
(
+ 1
2
)
− HPTS(s,C,3)−1.
By the induction hypothesis, we are done once we see that HPTS(s,C,3)−1 =
G(s,C,3)−1.
If s  4 we are done (see Section 4). Next, let us observe that s  6. Note, first, that for
each a ∈ N and each m 2a − 1,
G(8, a,4)m =
(
m+ 3
3
)
. (5)
(To see this it suffices to evaluate G(8, a,4)m for m = 2a − 1, where G computes the
degree of the scheme.) Hence if s  7, we would have
G(d,A,4)m G
(
8, (k, . . . , k, ),4
)
m
,
where k = ks . It is easy to see, by the numerical observation lemma, that we may find
an integer a for which the latter item is at least G(8, a,4)m and 2a  m + 1. So Eq. (5)
contradicts our hypothesis on G(d,A,4)m.
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have
HPTS(s,C,3)−1 = G(s,C,3)−1
provided that
5∑
i=1
(ki + − 1 −m) 2(− 1)+ 1.
Let us claim, then, that we do have this inequality due to the hypotheses on A. That is,
imagine that
∑5
i=1(ki + − 1 −m) 2(− 1)+ 2. Let us check that
G(d + 1,A,4)m =
(
m+ 3
3
)
.
Since A (k1, . . . , k5, ) it is enough to replace A by the latter.
As before we may find an integer a for which G(d,A,4)m G(6, a,4)m and 5(2a −
1 −m) 2(a − 1)− 3, so 8a  5m. In particular 2a m+ 2 but 3a < 2m and we have
G(6, a,4)m = 6
(
a + 2
3
)
−
(
6
2
)(
2a + 1 −m
3
)
.
It is easy to compute (substitute m = 8a/5, say) that the latter quantity is at least (m+33 ),
as claimed. 
We remark that the complete classification of maximal rank in P2 is not required in
the above proof. This phenomenon extends to higher dimension: one may explicitly iden-
tify (according to Theorem 1.1 along with combinatorics) which instances of the Strong
Hypothesis may be required to verify the Weak Conjecture in Pn.
8. General consequences
Here we shall derive some immediate consequences of the results obtained in Section 6
toward Pn. We focus on the “first order” cases of the Weak Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture;
namely, where expected base loci do not include planes of dimension two. In the previ-
ous case of P3 these occurred as the only nontrivial situations to verify; we see here the
extension of arguments to higher dimension. For this, we compare (via Lemma 8.6) the
behaviour of the Hilbert function in a given degree m with that of each (A− i)-scheme in
degree m− i, respectively. This provides a verification of Conjecture 5.4 in the first-order
situation.Let us start with the following four observations by applying Theorem 1.1 directly.
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HPTS(d,A,n+ 1)m G(d,A,n+ 1)m
for m k1 + k2 − 3.
Proof. If
G(d,A,n+ 1)m =
(
n+m
m
)
(such as in the case m k1 − 1) we are done.
Assume, by induction on the number of points and the orders, that the result holds for
all B <A (such as |B| = 1).
Call B = (k1 − 1, k2, . . . , kd), and C = (c2, . . . , cd) where ci = k1 + ki − 1 − m. Then
ci  2 for i = 2, . . . , d .
We have
G(d,A,n+ 1)m = G(d,B,n+ 1)m +
(
n+ k − 2
n− 1
)
−G(d − 1,C,n)k−1
and
G(d,A,n+ 1)m >G(d,B,n+ 1)m,
so that
G(d − 1,C,n)k−1 <
(
n+ k − 2
n− 1
)
.
By the Alexander–Hirschowitz theorem [H1,A,AH1,AH2,AH3] we have
HPTS(d − 1,C,n)k−1 = G(d − 1,C,n)k−1.
Whence by Lemma 6.3 we find
HPTS(d,A,n+ 1)m HPTS(d,B,n+ 1)m +
(
n+ k − 2
n− 1
)
−G(d − 1,C,n)k−1,
which by the induction hypothesis is at most:
G(d,B,n+ 1)m +
(
n+ k − 2
n− 1
)
−G(d − 1,C,n)k−1 = G(d,A,n+ 1)m. 
Corollary 8.2. Let n,d, k ∈ N. Then
HPTS(d, k,n+ 1)2k−2 
(
n+ k − 1)
d −
(
d
)
.n 2
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HPTS(d, k,n+ 1)2k−3 
(
n+ k − 1
n
)
d − (n+ 1)
(
d
2
)
.
Corollary 8.4. Let n,d,∈ N and A = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Nd . If max{ki}  4 then for each
degree m we have
HPTS(d,A,n+ 1)m G(d,A,n+ 1)m.
Corollary 8.5. Let n,d, k ∈ N. Assume that for each d1  d , k1  k− 1, and m1  2k1 − 1
a generic union of d1 k1-tuple points of Pn−1 has maximal rank with respect to |OPn−1(m1)|
for every degree m1  2k1 − 1.
Then in each degree m with 2m 3k − 2 we have
HPTS(d, k, n+ 1)m G(d, k,n+ 1)m.
One obtains an analogous conclusion to that of Corollary 8.5 on an A-scheme of mixed
multiplicities, A = (k1, . . . , kd) where k1  · · · kd and the degree m under consideration
satisfies 2m  k1 + 2k2 − 2. Further, we shall see in Corollary 8.7 how to simplify the
hypotheses of the above result and apply toward A-schemes, homogeneous or otherwise.
Let us continue the examination of situations in which the base locus of a system of
m-ics through a general collection of fat points is expected to contain lines but not planes.
We aim toward simplifying the use of Theorem 1.3 under such a circumstance. In Corol-
lary 8.8 this gives a result directly comparable to that of Iarrobino in the setting of the
Fröberg conjectures.
The main instrument is the following.
Lemma 8.6. Let n,m,d ∈ N and A ∈ Zd . Given a generic A-subscheme Z ⊂ Pn, let Z−r
denote the corresponding (A− r¯)-subscheme of Z for each r ∈ N.
If
hPn
(Z−1,m− 1)= degZ−1 − α
then
hPn(Z,m) degZ − α.
Therefore, if
hPn(Z,m) = degZ,
we have
hPn(Z−r ,m− r) = degZ−rfor each r = 0, . . . ,m.
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ality that ki  2 for each i from 1 to d .
Assume that hPn(Z−1,m− 1) = degZ−1 − α.
Take the homogeneous coordinate ring S =K[X0, . . . ,Xn] of Pn with coordinates cho-
sen so that none of the points [1 : 0 : · · · : 0], up to [0 : · · · : 0 : 1] lie on Z . View R =
K[X1, . . . ,Xn] as the coordinate ring of the hyperplane Pn−1 described by the form X0,
and take πp as the projection from the points p = [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] onto Pn−1.
We obtain then that the ideal I (πp(Γ )) = I (Γ ) ∩R has I (Γ ) ∩Rm = d . Consider the
exact sequences in the commutative diagram
0 Rm Sm
∂/∂X0
Sm−1 0
0 I (Γ )m ∩Rm I (Γ )m
∂/∂X0
Sm−1 0
Let us filter:
Sm ⊇ I (Γ )m = V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Vn = I (Z)m,
where
Vj =
{
F ∈ V0: ∂F
∂Xi
∈ I(Z−1), i = 1, . . . , j}.
From the diagram
0 V0 ∩Rm V0
∂/∂X0
Sm−1 0
0 V1 ∩Rm V1
∂/∂X0
I (Z−1)m 0
we see that dimV0/V1  degZ−1 − α. Routinely we obtain
dimVj/Vj+1 
d∑
i=1
(
n+ ki − 1 − j
n− j
)
for j = 1, . . . , n−1 (namely, the degree of an (A−1)-subscheme of Pn−j . In sum we then
obtain the desired inequality. 
Remark. The argument applies equally to an A-scheme with arbitrary support Γ ⊂ Pn
provided that the projection πp(Γ ) ⊂ Pn−1, as in the preceding proof, does have
hPn−1(πp(Γ ),m) = d .
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k1  · · · kd and kd−2 + kd−1 + kd  2m+ 2.
Let
C = (c1, . . . , cd−1) := (k1, . . . , kd−1)−m+ 1 − kd .
Suppose that
HPTS(d − 1,C,n)kd−1 = G(d − 1,C,n)kd−1.
Then
HPTS(d,A,n+ 1)m G(d,A,n+ 1)m.
Again, equality applies to a generic A-scheme if and only if no obstructions occur other
than the expected linear ones.
Remark. We may likewise extend the preceding corollary to an arbitrary A-subscheme
of Pn under the hypothesis that the scheme W ⊂ Pn identified in Lemma 6.3 achieves the
value of G in degree kd − 1, and the projection of Zred to Pn−1 attains maximal rank in
degree m.
Proof. We may assume that
G(d,A,n+ 1)m <
(
n+m
m
)
.
Take Cj,i = (k1, . . . , kj−1)−m− i, for each j = 2, . . . , d and i = 0, . . . , kj − 1. By The-
orem 1.3 we are done once we see that
HPTS(j − 1,Cj,i , n)i = G(j − 1,Cj,i , n)i
for all j, i. By hypothesis, equality holds for (j, i) = (d, kd − 1). So by Lemma 8.6 we
obtain equality as well in the case of (d − 1, i) for all i  kd − 1. According to our nu-
merical hypothesis this says that for each i  kd − 1, a Cd,i -scheme imposes independent
conditions on i-ics. Hence its subschemes, notably, the Cj,i -schemes for j = 1, . . . , kd − 1
do as well. 
Remark. Now let us compare the result of Corollary 8.7 with Theorem 4.3 of Iarrobino
(see Section 4). TakeA = (k1, . . . , kd, k), k maxki,
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C = (k1, . . . , kd)−m+ 1 − k,
as in the statement of Corollary 8.7. Then the Macaulay dual of A in degree m is described
by the (d + 1)-tuple
A⊥ = (j1, . . . , jd , j)
where ji = m− ki + 1 and j = m+ 1 − k, so j min{ji}. The dual of C in degree k − 1
(= m− j ) is given by
C⊥ = (j1, . . . , jd).
The hypothesis that 2m  kd−1 + kd + k − 2 (along with m  kd + k − 1, to make
things interesting, say) gives that jd + j m jd−1 + jd + j − 1; i.e., we are in the range
described by Iarrobino. From his statement that
HGEN
(
d + 1,A⊥, n+ 1)
m
 F
(
d + 1,A⊥, n+ 1)
m
if
HGEN
(
d,C⊥, n+ 1)
m−j = F
(
d,C⊥, n+ 1)
m−j ,
one may expect to obtain the upper bound HPTS(d + 1,A,n+ 1)m G(d + 1,A,n+ 1)m
from information on a C-scheme living in Pn.
By Corollary 8.7 we obtain the following statement.
Corollary 8.8. Let n,m,d, k ∈ N. Suppose that A ∈ Nd+1 and C ∈ Zd satisfy the numer-
ical hypotheses of Corollary 8.7. Assume that Z ⊂ Pn is a C-subscheme supported on a
generic subset of a hyperplane Pn−1. If
hPn(Z, k − 1) = G(d,C,n+ 1)k−1
then
HPTS(d + 1,A,n+ 1)m G(d + 1,A,n+ 1)m.
Proof. One should only notice from the sequence
0 → IZ˜ (k − 2) → IZ (k − 1) → IZ∩Pn−1,Pn−1(k − 1) → 0
we have H 1(Pn−1,IZ∩Pn−1,Pn−1(k − 1)) = 0, so that HPTS(d,C,n)k−1 = G(d,C,n)k−1.
By Lemma 8.6 we obtain thatHPTS(d,C − i¯, n)k−1−i = G(d,C − i¯, n)k−1−i
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k−1∑
i=0
H(d,C − i¯, n)k−1−i = G(d,C,n+ 1)k−1.
Taking B = (k1, . . . , kd) we find that
HPTS(d + 1,A,n+ 1)m HPTS(d,B,n+ 1)m +
(
n+ k − 1
n
)
−G(d,C,n+ 1)k−1.
Assuming inductively that HPTS(d,B,n + 1)m G(d,B,n + 1)m we see that, as adver-
tised,
HPTS(d + 1,A,n+ 1)m G(d + 1,A,n+ 1)m. 
9. The algebraic reinterpretation
Let us look back to the algebraic conjectures of Fröberg and Iarrobino. Particularly, we
shall stick to the cases of appropriate characteristic and number of points.
As remarked earlier, the Strong Fröberg Conjecture derives from the expectation that
the minimal free resolution of an ideal I generated by general forms should exhibit only
Koszul relations “as much as possible” with respect to degrees. But, of course, dim Im need
not itself predict the resolution in degree m.
However, in the case of the Strong Algebraic Fröberg–Iarrobino conjecture we ob-
tain the extra information from Theorem 1.3. Namely, when we dualise to the study of
multiple points, the equality of HPTS with the function G should predict (according to
Conjecture 5.4) only linear obstructions. Redualising and interpreting linear obtstructions
by Macaulay methods, such an equality yields the information that the corresponding syzy-
gies are exactly as predicted. Whence the Strong Conjecture of Fröberg–Iarrobino not only
implies that of Fröberg but gives desired conclusions on the resolution.
Proposition 9.1. Assume that Conjecture 5.4 holds. Suppose that I ⊂ S =K[X0, . . . ,Xn]
is an ideal generated by powers of linear forms, and that I satisfies the Strong Algebraic
Fröberg–Iarrobino Conjecture. Take M maximal for which IM = SM (as determined by
the conjecture). Then for each mM the mth graded piece of the minimal free resolution
is Koszul.
Notice how Proposition 10.1 compares with a recent result of [MMR]. There an ideal
(F1, . . . ,Fd) given by a general collection of forms is considered under the hypothesis that
each of the ideals (F1, . . . ,Fj ) satisfies the Strong Fröberg Conjecture for j = 1, . . . , d .
The conclusion on resolution is then just as in the proposition above.
So our assumptions in the proposition are partly stronger, partly weaker than those
in [MMR], but with the bonus of geometric insight.
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